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Submitting articles means that the author (with co-authors) agrees with all the requirements
specified in Information for authors presented on the website of Scientific Journal of Silesian
University of Technology. Series Transport.
The article directed for publishing in the journal Scientific Journal of Silesian University of
Technology. Series Transport must be previously considered by editorial board. Mismatch of
article topics profile of the journal, blunders or mismatch of an article in comparison with
the instructions for authors may result in denial of article publication at this stage.
The thematic scope of the published articles concerns a wide range of transport problems in
particular include the issues of technical means of transport (construction and technical
exploitation), telematics solutions for supporting the transport processes’ realization, traffic
engineering, transport infrastructure, planning the transport systems, environment protection,
safety in transport, quality and effectiveness of transport, transport law.
Articles published in this journal should contain new original materials and information.
Are not being accepted for publication the articles that are very similar to the previously
rejected ones.
The identification number is assigned for each prepared and accepted papers.
This identification number is used for correspondence with the author of the article.
Researchers, who works in a different academic institution than the author (and co-authors)
and Editorial Board of the Journal and International Programming Council, are invited for
review of articles. The reviewer must be a recognized expert in this field, independent
academicians – docent or professor. Among the possible reviewers should be excluded
persons who are in close relationship with the author.
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Reviewers are selected in accordance with the principle of avoiding conflict of interest.
Examples of conflicts of interest include a personal relationship between reviewer and author,
occupational subordination, direct scientific cooperation over the last two years prior to
the review.
All the papers published in the journal are reviewed and printed after obtaining two positive
reviews.
The candidate for reviewer receives the abstract of the paper without information about
the author. On the basis of the abstract and information about the volume of paper,
he decides about the execution of review.
A review should be written in English on the review form submitted by editorial office.
This review can be written in another language with the consent of the editorial board.
The contract with the reviewer establishes the requirements for rigor and details of review,
execution time. Reviewer do not receive remuneration for review.
Reviewer exclusively mediated by editorial board can contact the author for additional data
(e.g. experimental) used for writing the article.
The review is provided in written form and concludes with an explicit recommendation to
accepted or rejected the paper for publication.
An additional Reviewer is assigned in the case of negative review.
The editorial board may refuse to accept a review, unless it complies with the requirements of
the contract.
In the case of diametrically opposite assessments of the reviewers the decision is made by
editorial board.
The author receives a text of the review without any information about the reviewer.
The review process is confidential until the decision about the acceptance or the rejection of
the article.
The review is carried out in the “single-blind review process” or “double-blind review process”
(since 2015) system.
After decision about acceptance the article, the Author is obliged to make adjustments
indicated by the Reviewer.
Minor and insignificant corrections of editorial nature may be made by editorial board without
the author.
All reviewers have the right to re-verify the article before its printing.
List of reviewers is published in the last issue of the journal every year, as well as on
the website.
The editors decide about issue of the journal in which the article is published.
To prevent misconduct in science (ghostwriting, guest authorship), editorial board has
introduced appropriate procedures. Ghostwriting is when someone has made a substantial
contribution to the article, but neither their part as one of the authors has been disclosed nor
mentioned in the acknowledgments of the publication. The guest authorship is when
the author’s share is negligible or even has not taken place, and their name is listed as
the author or co-author.
Editors will explain the concept of ghostwriting and guest authorship to the authors, which are
a manifestation of scientific misconduct, and any detected cases of this type of action on
the part of the authors will be revealed, including the notification of the appropriate entities.
Editors will require the contributions from authors in the creation of the article (with their
affiliation and the following information: who the author of the concept is, objectives,
research, etc.). The primary responsibility will be borne by the person submitting the article.
In the case of the absence of information about unequal contributions of the authors, it is
assumed their equal share.
Editors will obtain information about the sources of publications funding, contribution to
research institutions and other entities (financial disclosure). The primary responsibility will be
borne by the person submitting the article.
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Editors will document all forms of scientific misconduct, especially breaking the rules of
conduct obligatory in science.
Authors of publications in journal do not get honorarium and also agree with the publication of
articles in the printing version of the journal and also in the internet version. The print form is
the original version.
The journal is indexed in international databases.
The journal has assigned a DOI number. The use of DOI in the bibliography improves
the traceability of the article in the Internet network and increases the citation.
Responsibility for use of photos and drawings in the sent materials of articles lays on authors.
There are not any charge that will be levied to an author to process or publish a paper.
The full text of the articles of the journal are freely available on the journal's website.
Users are allowed to read, download, copy, distribute, print, search, or link to the full texts of
the articles in this journal without asking prior permission from the publisher or the author.
This is in accordance with the BOAI definition of open access.
The journal allows the authors to hold the copyright without restrictions. The journal will allow
the authors to retain publishing rights without restrictions.
The Google Scholar Services digitizes, stores and hosts volumes of journals. These processes
can be carried out also by other institutions.
Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modelling (ICM) – University of
Warsaw in Poland, and BazTech digitizes, stores and hosts volumes of journals. Is an external
repository for the journal.
The National Library of Poland is the next external repository for the Journal.
Articles are licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(CC BY 4.0).
The journal is published as “Open Access”.
Publisher copyright policies and self-archiving are defined as “green colour” in
SHERPA/RoMEO.
The journal has a policy of screening for plagiarism. The authors present for publication only
own original articles, not published earlier in whole or in significant parts of any other
composition of the copyright. The authors guarantee that submitted for review article was not
also submitted for publication in another journal, collective work etc. The degree of originality
article authors are obliged to inform the editorial in the appropriate statement. Authors must
indicate (cite) publications that used the creation of the article. Editors indicates that all
detected cases of unethical behavior will be unmasked, including notification of the relevant
actors (institutions employing the authors, learned societies, associations, scientific editors,
etc.). Editors document any manifestations of scientific misconduct.
The journal has a policy of ethical principles based on COPE's Best Practice Guidelines for
Journal Editors, including inter alia principles of: fair play, confidentiality, preventing conflicts
of interests of members of the editorial, reviewers participate in the work of the editorial,
timeliness, confidentiality, preventing conflicts of interest with the reviewers, reliability of
sources, preventing conflicts of interest of authors, fair presentation of research reports,
originality of work, fairness sources, errors in the published work.

